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Animal Farm by George Orwell

Animal Farm by George Orwell was first published in 1945

and will be celebrating its seventy-fifth

birthday next year. It is still a keen area

of debate whether it remains relevant

for readers of this generation - I certainly

believe it is, and the fact that it is still

studied as part of the United Kingdom’s

English Literature curriculum would

add further credence to this opinion. I

re-read the novella last night and found

its themes and messages just as powerful,

moving and relevant as they must have

been seven decades ago.

Animal Farm is set in a farmyard where the animals decide

to seize the farmer’s land and create a co-operative that reaps

the benefits of their combined labours. However, some animals

see a bigger share of the rewards than others, and the animals

start to question their supposed utopia. Little by little, the

rules begin to mysteriously change, and the pigs seem to gain

power little by little, making the animals question what society

they were striving for in the first place and whether their new-

found freedom is as liberating as they might have hoped.

Animal Farm is one of the greatest socio-political works of

all time but there is no need for the reader to pick-up on - or

understand - any of the allusions to Lenin, Marx, Trotsky or

Stalin as the story can be enjoyed as the simple, moving and

enlightening parable it essentially is, a story that clearly shows

humankind at its best and very worst. For me, it highlights

the demons within every human – jealousy, greed, laziness

and cruelty born of fear.

Animal Farm is moving, bitter and a warning from history

– one of which will of course be ignored, for that is what

humans excel at, repeating the errors and misjudgments of

the past. It will only take 2-3 hours to read from cover to

cover. It is a book that anyone could and should read.
This book review was written by Floresiensis for Goodreads
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Dear reader,

In the previous issue we exhibited a sense of optimism

following the visit of a team led by IP Moon Sang-bong to

Toledo and our renewed collaboration

with the YMCA. This issue of YMI World

gives more examples and evidence that we

are on the right track towards 2022. Our

goals are achievable and our plans are

workable. More optimism – that’s what

we wish to convey through the pages of

this issue.

Two themes dominate this issue:

Extension and YMI-YMCA Partnership. On the former, several

breakthroughs have happened all over – from Latin America

to Europe to India and to Asia Pacific. A record number of

clubs has been chartered this year and nearly 1,700 members

added. Area India alone accounts for 88 clubs and nearly

1,500 members. We have also added many new countries to

the fold – Haiti, Vietnam, Netherlands, Cambodia for sure.

The most heartening fact is that prospects in Africa appear to

be good for more clubs in the future. The presence of ISG

Jose Varghese and IT Philips Cherian at the Africa Alliance of

YMCAs meeting in early June has brought these two great

organisations closer. The Principles of Partnership between

African YMCAs and YMI Area Africa was signed on this

occasion. It now appears that 3,000 clubs and 50,000

members in 2022 would indeed be a reality!

Two lead articles in this issue are must-reads for all members

–one by ISG Jose Varghese on our decisive plan for 2022 and

the other by Carlos Sanvee, ISG of World Alliance of YMCAs

which assures us that our partner organisation is solidly behind

us in our efforts. Complementing them is one by PIP Joan

Wilson who reflects on a very crucial aspect of the challenges

posed by the desire to grow the Movement in 100 countries

by 2022 – branding and image-building. To take our branding

exercise a little further we had a fellow member design a poster,

which is being used as the back cover page of this issue. Clubs

and Regions may freely use this to drive home the message of

Challenge 22.

Finally, we consciously deviated from our policy of silence

on reader feedback. We were, and are, exhilarated by the

number of messages we received on the quality of content in

the previous issue. We are unable to publish all of them here;

however a handful of them are found in this issue. A big

‘thank you’ to all who sent us messages of appreciation and

encouragement. That surely will fuel our determination to

provide quality content.

Y’sly,

Koshy Mathew

Cover picture: India Area President K.C. Samuel inaugurates a house-

warming and handing over ceremony in South West District under the

“Shelter the Homeless” project. More information and pictures on page 17.
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Meeting Challenge 22 Goals
by Leveraging our Collective Power

2022 is just three years away! A historic

milestone that Y’s Men International

has been dreaming about since 2008!

With the subsequent ‘Towards

2022" goals

established eight

years ago, we were

given common

purpose. Several

objectives were

identified as key

in realising the

preceding Vision

2022, which broadly interpreted,

visualised Y’s Men International as an

empowered, expansive, globally

oriented and globally recognised service

organisation actively fulfilling its

mission. The corresponding goals

challenged us to transform this vision

into reality through better engagement

with the YMCA and the community;

development of a uniform, powerful

and positive international identity; and

improved internal and external

perception of YMI and our

programmes. Through these actions we

were to reach 50,000 club members in

100 countries by our centennial year.

However, as renowned author

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry expressed “a

goal without a plan is just a wish,” and

this is partly true for our Movement.

Instead of progressing towards our

membership targets, we faced decline

in all Areas. And now, we are at a crucial

crossroad, a point of no return, where,

if we choose the wrong path, we forfeit

all hopes of fulfilling the 2022 goals set

for us about a decade ago.

Thankfully, the dream has not

faded. Our leaders and the club

members still aspire to be part of a

progressive, relevant and growing

international service organisation. There

is fire under the ashes, which is the spirit

of Y’s Men. And this fire, once

MOVEMENT MATTERSMOVEMENT MATTERSMOVEMENT MATTERSMOVEMENT MATTERSMOVEMENT MATTERS

Jose Varghese, International Secretary General

reignited, has the power to transform.

American historian, author and

socialist thinker, Howard Zinn once

said, “small acts, when multiplied by

millions of people, can change the

world.”

Challenge 22 is an opportunity for

every YMI club member to change the

world, to work collectively for the

common good and the future of our

international organisation. And every

to the general public;

w highlighting prominently our

good works and activities and

encouraging new membership;

w developing introductory videos

to our key programmes

3. Legacy and Collective Impact by

which we honour and build upon

our past for a durable future by:

w collecting “legacy stories” (high

impact, important moments

within our history) from

members and clubs and

publishing these within a digital

museum to be developed in

cooperation with the YMCA;

w supporting the Paul William

Alexander Legacy initiative to

meet the USD 1 million target

by the end of 2021 (a minimum

donation of USD 10 per

member/year over the next three

years is suggested);

w publishing a printed and bound

Centennial Roster of members

registered as at 30 September

2021;

w having clubs implement two

service projects per year and

reporting the activities to IHQ.

4. YMCA Engagement by which we

strengthen our historically

fundamental partnership with the

YMCA, celebrate our alliance and

build a more engaged relationship

to stimulate mutual growth and

improve mission impact for both

our organisations by:

w renewing our mutual

commitment as mission partners

and non-voting board members

by using Principles of

Partnerships and Memorandums

of Understanding;

w having YMI clubs invite YMCA

staff volunteers to meetings;

w having Districts establish

member, leader, and structure is

expected to be part of the challenge.

There are seven, interconnected

challenges, as summarised below.

1. Perception Change by which we

foster a good opinion through:

w regular, consistent, personalised

and positive communication

particularly from IHQ but

equally from all levels within our

organisation – both positivity

and negativity can be contagious,

it is essential to establish and

maintain a good ambiance.

2. Brand Clarity by which we build

and promote our core identity by:

w deciding our global, collective

brand and using it consistently

everywhere;

w reworking our website to make

it more attractive and accessible

3
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MOVEMENT MATTERSMOVEMENT MATTERSMOVEMENT MATTERSMOVEMENT MATTERSMOVEMENT MATTERS

corresponding and healthy

relationships with Regional

YMCAs;

w publishing ASF opportunities

and use of funds;

w promoting joint TOF projects;

w participating actively in the Week

of Prayer and YMCA Challenge.

5. 100 Countries by which we reach

more countries across the world, key

for the global profile of our

movement by:

w expanding our presence from

our current 66 to 100 countries

by starting new clubs as follows,

eight in Africa, six in Asia Pacific,

three in the Caribbean, 13 in

Europe and five in Latin

America, using YMCA contacts;

w creating dedicated four-year

Extension Teams at the Area

level, consisting of the Service

Directors for Extension and

YMCA affiliates;

w developing appropriate and

modern promotional and new

club literature.

6. 3,000 Clubs, by which we increase

from the current 1,476 clubs to

3,000 by:

w establishing Regional Extension

Teams headed by the RDE

2019/20 and including the RSD

Extension;

w challenging each club to assist in

the formation of at least one new

club anywhere in the world;

w improving Regional function

through uniform training and

international collectivity via

International RDE Training (first

International RDE Summit

scheduled for early November

2019 in Toledo, Ohio).

7. 50,000 Members by which we

extend from 23,500 paying members

to reach 50,000 in our centennial

membership challenge by:

w having each club member recruit

at least one person;

w ensuring that each club sponsor

two youth members;

w collaborating with the YMCA to

form new clubs of retiring senior

staff, youth members , board

members or philanthropic

supporters.

We are not alone in trying to realise

our dreams. We have a good ally in the

YMCAs of our Regions. Let me exhort

our Area and Regional officers to take

the help of YMCA leaders in contacting

prospective members for the

Movement.

Let us meet the challenge as one

united force!

4
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YMI-YMCA RELATIONSHIPYMI-YMCA RELATIONSHIPYMI-YMCA RELATIONSHIPYMI-YMCA RELATIONSHIPYMI-YMCA RELATIONSHIP

I bring you greetings from my esteemed

leaders at the YMCA, of the Africa

Alliance and the World Alliance.

I wish to congrat-

ulate you for your

theme, “Yes We Can

Change!”  This is

bold and inspiring.

We often hear of

change but now we

see the steps that are

response-based. It is therefore my firm

belief that indeed yes, we can change

and that time for change … is now. I

am grateful that I will have the

opportunity to work directly with my

very good friend Jose Varghese. We have

worked together for the last eight years

and have developed good relations. I

believe this will enable us to implement

the change we all are calling for because

iron sharpens iron.

The theme of your convention is

relevant to us in the YMCA and I think

we can build our future together in

taking both of our organisations to their

frontier of relevance and growth.

YMCA at an Inflection Point

On the one hand so many decades

of success lie behind us and there are

so many achievements that we all can

be collectively proud of. However, on

the other hand, our Movement is facing

an ever-growing number of existential

threats. Some of them are:

w YMCAs are under increased

pressure to be the community

safety net and fill the resource

gaps caused by growing societal

issues.

w A rising number of YMCAs are

closing down or  facing unsure

financial circumstances.

w We are not keeping pace with

contemporary issues facing our

communities and young people,

which is resulting in a weakening

of our global relevance and

impact.

All these are serious threats which I

must implore that we take special

cognizance of, because if left

unaddressed or worse, ignored, can lead

our Movement to marginalisation,

decay or irrelevance.

Three Pillars

Therefore, my brother and sisters,

to strengthen our organisational

effectiveness, relevancy and impact, my

vision for the YMCA is based on three

pillars and it is critical that we

collaboratively address these:

1. Enhance internal collaboration

and trust;

2. Develop dynamic multi-

stakeholder platform for youth

empowerment, and

3. Renew our economic model.

In highlighting these three pillars,

this is my invitation to you:

We need to begin, as of yesterday,

to engage in strategic conversation

regarding our collective future.

Meaning, we need to be time conscious

of the urgency of which we need to

address the threats.

I invite you to a radical colla-

boration in addressing the critical issues

“Yes, We Can Build Our Future Together”
Carlos Sanvee, Secretary General, World YMCAs

young people are confronted with.  We

will be creating and holding the space

for a series of strategic think-and-do-

tanks. Some of the topics we will engage

will include youth employment, health,

climate change, entrepreneurship and

civic engagement. The process envisaged

will simultaneously involve the relevant

subject matter experts from inside as

well as outside the YMCA.

I believe this will lead to the creation

of new strategic alliances with the

corporate sector, as well as governments

and academia, starting a global research

centre for youth empowerment. The

outcomes of these think-and-do tanks

will encourage evidence-based advocacy,

and further position the YMCA as the

leading organisation focused on

developing and empowering youth

worldwide. We will therefore be both

articulating and, with renewed

informed vision, taking our positions

for what we stand for.

Our ambition is to lead the ‘WAY’

to become a provider of relevant and

forward-thinking services and co-created

solutions that support the entire

Movement.

I am inviting you and counting on

each one of you to journey with us.

We need a service club 2.0 and,

most importantly, are prepared to work

together to supporting each other.

May God bless you all!

Note: Speech delivered by Mr. Sanvee who was

Secretary General-designate at the time he addressed

the IC 2018 at Yeosu. He took charge in January

2019.
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As members of Y’s Men International, we

live in exciting times as we move towards

the celebration of our

100th anniversary in

2022.  Club Presi-

dents were recently

provided with a detaile-

d presentation to

share with their

members that

outlines the steps to

support meeting our “Towards 2022

Goals.” From the action plan, Challenge

22, we can see that, while there is work to

be done at all levels, if each one us do our

parts, we can ensure that we will see success!

I have recently been reflecting on one

of the goals: Challenge #2: Brand Clarity.

How do we, as a Movement, go about

increasing our public image and brand

awareness?  How can I, as a single club

member, contribute to improving our

public image? What about my club?

While our senior leaders are working

to make a decision on our global collective

brand identity, we club members can make

SPECIAL ESSAYSPECIAL ESSAYSPECIAL ESSAYSPECIAL ESSAYSPECIAL ESSAY

Let Our Pride in YMI Shine!
PIP Joan Wilson
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decisions of our own.  We can choose to

show who we are by wearing our YMI club

member pin, or clothing that contains the

YMI logo. While this in itself will help to

identify us as club members, it will also

offer the opportunity to explain who we

are to those who might ask.  However, there

is no value in wearing your pin or YMI

clothing if you can’t explain what you are

all about.

When I was International President

Elect (IPE), I visited each Area to

participate in the training of the incoming

Regional Directors. One of the things I

asked them to do was to develop an

“elevator pitch.” It was a novel idea to most

people outside of North America, but once

explained, most really liked the idea.  In an

elevator pitch, you have a short period of

time, perhaps 10-30 seconds, to answer

questions from someone riding in the

elevator with you.  So you need to have

two or three sentences already planned to

explain what YMI means to you and

within your local community.  It takes

some thought to come up with just the

right brief sentences to fit into those few

seconds!

What I am suggesting is not a new idea.

I am reminded of a Past International

President of Rotary, who shared his reasons

for wearing his Rotary pin every day.  I

expand on some of them here, with

reference to YMI:

w We show our pride in YMI when

we wear the pin or logo.

w Wearing the pin makes you a better

person – you must think before you

act or speak, knowing you represent

not just yourself,  but also YMI.

w You can find other members of

YMI – this gives you instant friends

wherever you are.

w Our attitude and demeanour

should demonstrate we are happy

to be YMI club members – we are

happier and more fulfilled through

our involvement in YMI.

w By wearing YMI pins/clothing, we

are announcing we are a service

organisation – we must always be

on the look-out for potential needs

in our community and be open to

new and different ways to serve.

While our International, Area and

Regional leaders all have work to do to move

forward with our YMI brand identity, we

as individuals and clubs can act right now

to start to promote who we are, what we

are doing, and what we believe in. Let’s each

boast a little about what our own club is

doing locally to support the YMCA and

the needy in the community. Let’s take pride

in the fine work being done around the

world under the banner of YMI. As each

of us does our small part in promotion,

we will see that together we can really make

a difference in how YMI is viewed by

ourselves and others.  Let’s share our pride

in being part of YMI!
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“Time to Say Goodbye,  We’ll Meet Again”
By IPIP Henry J Grindheim

Maria Makaroave (Russia) writes: “It has become

a tradition for IPIP Henry Johannes Grindheim to

come to Russia with an extra suitcase. This extra

suitcase is for knitwear – scarves, mittens and

hats – which Henry’s neighbour Reidun Lyby (in

Russia we call her a Norwegian babushka) knits

during winter. She sends her warm things with

warm feelings to the Russian Y’s Men who then

distribute these gifts to orphanages. Now a new

suitcase is ready to be delivered to Yekaterinburg

for the AC 2019.

IPIP HENRY REFLECTSIPIP HENRY REFLECTSIPIP HENRY REFLECTSIPIP HENRY REFLECTSIPIP HENRY REFLECTS

Henry’s Largesse

Sarah Brightman and Andrea Bocelli

have sung a wonderful duet called “Time

to say Goodbye”. This

song comes to my mind

as I sit down to pen these

lines about my soon-to-

end, three-year term as a

member of the IEO

troika.

I remember very well one evening in

February 2015, PIP Poul Thomsen

telephoned me telling that he, on behalf

of Region Denmark and Area Europe

would encourage me to run for the

International President’s position in the

coming election. My humble reply to

Poul was that I wondered whether I

would be the right person for such an

important position. But Poul told me

that with my long experience, knowledge

and attitudes, I would be the right

person to hold such position.

In early 2016, I was elected IPE and

took over the position in July that year.

This was the start of a fantastic,

memorable but also challenging three-

year period which comes to a close on

30 June this year. Looking back at this

period I see a lot of friendly people from

all over the world, whom I have met

and been given the privilege to work with

during this fascinating time. I had several

friends in the Movement before, but now

I feel I have a huge number of personal

friends in almost every Region within

the different Areas.

I have been travelling to and visiting

countries and places I never thought I

would be able to visit. I have met

dedicated women and men filled with a

sincere wish to serve our wonderful

Movement. Women and men who have

spent numerous hours working for the

benefit of Y’s Men International.

There has also been much hard work,

long days, evenings, and nights filled with

work or travel across the continents,

delayed or cancelled flights with late

arrivals and hours spent in airports all

over the world. I have faced various

challenges and problems which needed

serious consideration and solid

judgement, not only by me but also by

other officers. I am privileged to have

worked closely with the other IEOs these

three years: PIP Wichian, PIP Joan, IP

Moon Sang Bong, IPE Jennifer, IT

Philips, PISG Nishi and ISG Jose. Let

me also include the various ICMs, Area

and Regional officers who play an

important part in the organisation.

In a Different Role Now

As an IPIP, one is playing a different

role in the IP troika. You are no longer

the chair, but you act as an advisor and

mentor to your successor. This means

that you are not a laid-back person, but

working as an active troika member,

participating in the work among the

IEOs, giving advice, sharing experience

and being a sparring partner for the IP,

without being a dominating IPIP. It is

my hope that I have managed to live up

to these standards.

Let me also add that in my term as

IP, the search process and the

appointment of the new ISG took place.

As IP I was deeply involved in this

process. I am very happy that we now

have Jose as the new ISG. With his

background in YMCA work, his

optimism and working capacity –

combined with his skills, his sense of

humour and human behaviour – he

definitely seems to be the right person

to take over after Nishi, who, after many

hard years of work, has now retired.

I especially wish to thank Nishi for

his guidance, support and for the

fellowship we have shared on our many

travels and meetings through many years,

both when I was an ICM and later as an

IEO. A big ‘thank you’ also goes to the

staff at IHQ: Tracy, James and Amine

for their continuous service and

support, always at hand when I needed

advice or help.

It is my hope that my theme as IP,

“Let Us Walk in the Light – Together”,

shall be valid and be the guidance for

Y’s Men all over the world, as we are fast

approaching 2022 and the celebration

of our centenary year.

Let me end this farewell letter to YMI

by mentioning the title from another

well-known song which was made

unforgettable during World War II by

Dame Vera Lynn, when she performed

it for the British soldiers. The title also

reflects my hope and wish for the years

to come, but now in a PIP position

wishing that: “We’ll meet again” in

various Y’s Men connections in the years

to come.

Thank you for your support. May

God bless you all.
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TOGETHER WITH YMCATOGETHER WITH YMCATOGETHER WITH YMCATOGETHER WITH YMCATOGETHER WITH YMCA

An Exemplary Partnership with YMCA in Moldova

YMCA Africa Alliance and Y’s Men Africa Area signed the

Principles of Partnership reinforcing the commitment to work

as partners. This was a historic event in the history of the

Africa Alliance of YMCAs and YMI.

The event took place on the last day of the 11th General

Assembly of the Africa Alliance of YMCAs held in Johannesburg

in June, to which YMI was invited. IT Philips Cherian, ISG

Jose Varghese, Africa AP Sharif Awad Shoukry, APE Tom Waka,

and PAP Clara Adetuyi were part of the YMI delegation to the

YMI  and YMCA Sign Partnership Pact in Africa

expressed their commitment to support the re-establishment

of Y’s Men’s Clubs in their YMCA branches and developed

a working model befitting both organisations.

The YMI delegation also interacted with the officers of

the Africa Alliance of YMCAs and National Presidents of the

YMCAs in Africa at the breakfast meeting together with Ms

Patricia Pelton, President of the World YMCA.

At the General Assembly, ISG was invited to speak about

the Y’s Men Movement, its current directions and its desire

to engage with the YMCA.  An information booth was also

run by YMI at the General Assembly to provide necessary

information on the work of YMI and the procedures to start

clubs at the YMCA /community level.  Twenty-five (25)

written proposals for new clubs in 10 new countries were

received from YMCA leaders.
ISG Jose Varghese

Assembly. The theme of the Assembly was  “Powered for

Renaissance.” Prior to the General Assembly, YMI had the

opportunity to interact with all the National General Secretaries

of the YMCAs in Africa and made an agreement to journey

together as partners in service in the future. All the NSGs

Africa AP Sherif Awad, ISG Jose Varghese, PAP Clara and

IT Philips Cherian at the information booth of YMI

 Africa YMCA  President James Ekow and YMI Africa AP Sherif Awad shake

hands after signing the Principles of Partnership

The plaque outside the new training centre of YMCA Moldova .  Youth attending a training programme
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One million animal and plant species

are at imminent risk of extinction due

to humankind’s relentless pursuit of

economic growth, scientists said in a

landmark report on the devastating

impact of modern civilization on the

natural world.

Scientists made an impassioned

appeal to governments and businesses

worldwide to confront

“vested interests” they

said were blocking

reforms in farming,

energy and mining

needed to save the

Earth’s ecosystems.

“If we want to leave

a world for our

children and grand-

children that has not

been destroyed by

human activity, we need to act now,”

said Robert Watson, who chaired the

study, produced by the Inter-

governmental Panel on Bio-diversity and

Ecosystem Servi-ces (IPBES), which

groups 130 countries, including the

United States, Russia and China.

“If we do not act now, many of the

million threatened species will become

as extinct as the dodo on this tie,”

Watson told a news conference in Paris,

gesturing to his tie, which bore a design

of the flightless bird.

Known as the Global Assessment,

the report found that up to one million

of Earth’s estimated eight million plant,

insect and animal species is at risk of

extinction, many within decades.

It identified industrial farming and

fishing as major drivers of the crisis, with

the current rate of species extinction tens

to hundreds of times higher than the

average over the last 10 million years.

Climate change caused by burning

GLOBAL CONCERNGLOBAL CONCERNGLOBAL CONCERNGLOBAL CONCERNGLOBAL CONCERN

Scientists Warn a Million Species at Risk of Extinction

the coal, oil and gas produced by the

fossil fuel industry is exacerbating the

losses, the report found.

“We are facing a human extinction

crisis,” said Hoda Baraka of 350.org, a

climate change campaign group based in

the United States. “We must work

together to push back against the fossil

fuel industry fuelling the climate crisis

and for long-lasting and meaningful

change.”

Intense Negotiations

The largest, most comprehensive

study ever undertaken of the conjoined

fates of human wellbeing and the natural

world, the report was finalised in Paris

after intense negotiations between IPBES

members that concluded at 0300 a.m.

on Saturday.

The report represents a cornerstone

of an emerging body of research that

suggests the world may need to embrace

a new “post-growth” form of economics

if it is to avert the existential risks posed

by the cascading effects of pollution,

habitat destruction and climate change.

Compiled over three years and based

on 15,000 scientific papers, the report

identified a range of risks, from the

disappearance of insects vital for

pollinating food crops, to the

destruction of coral reefs that support

fish populations and the loss of

medicinal plants.

The threatened list includes more

than 40 percent of amphibian species,

almost 33 percent of reef-forming corals,

sharks and shark relatives, and more than

a third of all marine mammals. The

picture was less clear for insect species,

but a tentative estimate suggests 10 per

cent could become

extinct.

Publication of the

report has coincided

with an upsurge in

environmental activism

by groups including

Extinction Rebellion,

whose civil dis-

obedience campaign

forced the British

parliament this to

declare a climate emergency.

The report’s blunt language echoed

the United Nations’ Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change, which said

in October that profound economic and

social changes would be needed to curb

green-house gases quickly enough to avert

the most devastating consequences of a

warming world.

The findings will also add to pressure

for countries to agree bold action to

protect wildlife at a major conference on

biodiversity due to take place in China

towards the end of next year, reinforcing

a growing recognition among policy-

makers that the extinction and climate

crises are deeply interconnected.

“We have reconfigured dramatically

the life of the planet,” said Eduardo

Brondizio, a professor of anthropology

at Indiana University in the United

States who co-chaired the report.

“The key message: business as usual

has to end.”

The third Friday of May every year is observed as the Endangered Species Day, which is hardly cause for celebration, as ideally no

such occasion would exist. This is not an ideal world, however. That was clear earlier in this year when the UN’s biodiversity and

ecosystem arm Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) reported that one

million species worldwide are threatened with extinction.  In order to raise awareness among our readers and members, we give

below a report published by Reuters on 7 May 2019 – Editor.
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The Brotherhood Fund (BF) began in

1931 when it was known as the

“Bishop’s Fund.” Its initial purpose was

to promote our Movement outside

North America and to enable club

members from other Areas to attend

International Conventions (always held

in North America in those days).

Later it expanded to help finance

inter-continental, inter-Regional and

inter-club visitations and to assist with

the overseas travel expenses of

International Officers and official

representatives. Most income originally

came from the sale of used postage

stamps but was later augmented by cash

contributions from local clubs. In 1968

the name was changed to “Brotherhood

Fund” and a certain change took place

in the ideas behind the fund.

Today, as the name suggests, its

purpose is to strengthen the

brotherhood of Y’s Men and Women

throughout the world, still partly by

YMI PROGRAMMEYMI PROGRAMMEYMI PROGRAMMEYMI PROGRAMMEYMI PROGRAMME

enabling them to attend Area and

Regional Conventions but also by

enabling them to visit distant Regions.

Income has grown steadily from USD

140 in 1936 to about USD 200,000

today. Although most now come from

cash contributions, about 15 percent still

comes from stamps.

Purpose and Types of Grants

As in the past, some support is given

for International Officers’ travel. And

some money is given to the Areas for

use within the Area in conformity with

the general purpose of the Brotherhood

Fund (club visitations, leadership

training. etc.) as decided by the Area

leadership and within a budget approved

by the Brotherhood Fund Expenditures

Committee (BFEC).

Some money is set aside annually for

administration of the fund and to

support travel of youth, but the major

part is used as grants for the

Brotherhood Fund Delegates.

Cultural Exchange Grants (formerly

‘Full grants’) are for delegates travelling

to a different Area for club visitations,

etc. Such delegates have to travel for a

minimum of three weeks and are given a

special task, for instance promotion of

an international project or programme,

in addition to fulfilling the general

purpose of all Brotherhood Fund travels:

to promote international understanding

and to learn and inform others about

Y’sdom in different parts of the world —

in short to be “Ambassadors for

Y’sdom.”

International Convention Grants

(formerly ‘Partial grants’) are for those

who wish to attend an International or

Area Convention only. Such delegates

receive part of their expenses but do not

have any obligation other than

attendance at the Convention.

More details are available on

www.ysmen.org.

BF – Strengthening International Understanding
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Our archives are located with the Kautz

Family YMCA Archives at the

University of Minnesota.

What should we put into the

archives that might have future use?

Think about your own club, District,

Region, or the Area. Think about

what you might really need twenty years

from now. If you were trying to find

an old bulletin, the archives now

accepts electronic versions of club,

District, Region and Area bulletins. All

bulletins should be sent for inclusion,

but especially those that list names of

charter members of new clubs or

anniversary celebrations that list the

names of attendees or some very

important historic event in your club’s

history.  Bulletins should be regularly

sent to IHQ – just add ihq@ysmen.org

to your email distribution list.

Regional bulletins can be of great

value to a researcher since  they may

have summaries of club activities and

names of key Regional leaders and club

presidents. Do you have a Regional

document that has a historical list of

your Regional leadership? Consider

sending a copy to the archives. If a

specific publication has pictures and

names of important leaders and/or

important events, they may have

historic archival value for someone in

fifteen, twenty or thirty years.

Consider your Regional Board/

Council or Executive meeting. Some

meetings are routine business. Some

meetings have major decisions and/ or

major events described. Make sure you

have at least one document, such as a

Regional bulletin, that will list your

Regional leadership team for that year.

Does your club, District or Region

have some important letter or

agreement with the YMCA that may

have future historic value for someone

seeking such information, especially if

there are pictures with names and

people involved? Every club or Region

probably has documents or significant

newspaper clippings that need to be

saved, but they are in someone’s file

and forgotten. See if they may be

appropriate for the archives or just left

in local files.

The Archives Committee uses

what is referred to as a Finding Aide

to help researchers know what is

stored in the archives and where to

store items that are submitted.

Everything that is stored in the archives

is by Area, country, and Region.

Everything is stored in files in archive

boxes and every box has a number.

Our current International

Historian is Debbie Redmond of Area

USA and she can be contacted at

moscholar@gmail.com.
H. Wayne Smith,

Past International Historian

Guidelines for Selection of Archive Materials
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On 23 March I had the pleasant task of

attending the charter presentation

function of a new club for Region

Central Southern Europe (CSE) in the

city of Zwolle, Netherlands. I decided

to make a short holiday of the occasion

and so took my wife along with me in

our car for the journey. We crossed the

English Channel by ferry and spent a

comfortable night in a good hotel near

Bruges and continued to Zwolle the

next day, a pleasant city of about

125,000 citizens.

Once we settled in our hotel we were

taken to the magnificent city hall where

we met Martin Vosjan, who attended

the Regional Conference in Bristol last

year. He introduced us to the new

members of the Y Service Club of

Zwolle. My enjoyable task was to induct

the seven new members into club

membership of Y’s Men International

and install Martin as President. I gave

the club a visitor’s book as a welcome

gift from Kingswood Y’s Men’s Club.

Area President Poul-Henning Løwendahl

had the agreeable job of handing over

the official Charter document.

We had a small reception with the

Mayor, who was  visiting to give the

club a fine new logo from the city. We

were then taken on a walk around the

city centre before a meal in a restaurant

near the main church and market

square. We finished the evening at

another restaurant where a superb

selection of cakes, sweets and ice cream

ensured we were full before bedtime.

Europe: New Countries Show Interest

Walking Around the City

That Sunday we walked around

the city centre again and left on

Monday to travel home. On the way

we visited the Keukenhof Tulip

Gardens near Amsterdam. What a

wonderful

sight it was

to see thou-

sands of

tulips, nar-

cissi and daf-

fodils in

b e a u t i f u l

g a r d e n s

with seven

pavi l ions ,

each with a different theme. A fitting

end to our visit to Holland.

Portugal Beckons

I arrived home from Holland on the

Tuesday evening and found myself at

Heathrow airport at dawn on Wednesday

27 March ready to catch a flight to

Setubal, Portugal. I had been asked to

visit Setubal YMCA to meet potential

members for a new Y’s Men’s Club. I

was met at Lisbon airport by International

Secretary General Jose Varghese and

together we spent two days giving

information and encouragement to 10

people who had expressed an interest in

the organisation. Setubal YMCA is a very

active organisation with a fine

headquarters and several satellite centres,

including a camp site. We visited Alambre

Camp Site where we met the leader of an

environmental project aimed at giving

children a better insight into such matters.

This project is being supported by our

Time of Fast programme. Following our

presentations the potential members

agreed to meet regularly and consider what

steps to take towards forming a new Y’s

Men’s Club. An exhausting time but very

much worthwhile and hopefully will

result in another country being added to

the CSE family.
Alan Wallington (Wally),

RD–Central Southern Europe

Alan Wallington , Regional Director of Y’s Men International Central Southern Europe

installing the leaders of the Y’s Men Club in Zwolle , Netherlands

Jeroen van Doornik (L), graphic designer presenting

the beautiful logo that he designed for the Zwolle club to

the Club President. In addition to the famous red triangle

that serves as a base, Jeroen has used the shape of the

city – divided into different facets and different colours

that reflect the different residents of the city

12

Proposed Y’s Men’s club members after the orientation at ACM Setubal, Portugal
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India: Quantum Leap in Membership Numbers

Two new clubs in western India, a hitherto unexplored part of India, were inaugurated in February. On the left are members of the Y’s Mens Club of Bombay  and on

the right are members of the Y’s Men’s Club of Pune. International President Elect Jennifer Jones was present at both functions. Y’s Men International appreciates the

Board of Directors and Secretaries of the Bombay YMCA and of the Pune YMCA for their great support in establishing these new clubs.

The new Y’s Men’s Club of Palarivattom Royals, Mid West India Region, with 46 members.
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     01 August Added    Year-end

      2018 in 2018-19      Totals (26 June)

Region Clubs  Mem- Clubs Mem- Clubs Mem-

bers bers   bers

Mid West India 177 2,883 33 643 210 3,660

South West India 151 2,279 25 320 171 2,641

West India 89 1,084 18 379 97 1,505

South India 76 1,273 11 103 80 1,347

Central India 30 216 – – 29 304

Totals 523 7,735 89 1,475 587 9,435

Membership Growth 2018-19
Area India witnessed a quantum leap in membership

numbers this year. At the beginning of the year the total

number of club members was 7,795 and, as the official

year draws to a close, it stands at 9,473 (vide figures

released by IHQ on 26 June).

Impelled by a specially-designed campaign called Inter

District General Forum, the Area leadership reached out

to new and potential members in almost all cities in a

phased and planned manner. YMCA’s support, thanks

to the cordial relations that ISG Jose has nurtured with

the YMCA leaders over the years, in reaching out to

potential members saw fruitful results in big cities such

as Bombay and Pune.

All in all, there has been a net increase of 1,662 new

members and 64 clubs, according to the IHQ figures.

Add new clubs in Bombay and Pune, the numbers then

stand at 1,692 (including additions in existing clubs) and

66, respectively. It may also be pointed out that 88 new

clubs were formed in the current year but due to the de-

chartering of many clubs, the net gain shows a lower figure.

Area President K.C. Samuel is aware that the real challenge

lies in sustaining this enthusiasm and retaining the

numbers. He is stoical about it and says, “If we don’t

attempt growth in large numbers, we will be nowhere

near our goal for 2022. Some may wither away, others

will flourish, but on the whole, a general awareness has

been created among a large section of the population that

hitherto did not hear of Y’s Men International. We hope

some of them will eventually join our Movement.”
Babu Oommen, India Area Secretary
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New Clubs in USA, Brazil and Vietnam

Members and families of the Y Service Club of New York-Jackson Heights (North Atlantic Region) with ISG Jose Varghese and NAR RD Mathew

Chamakala. The club was chartered on 27 April 2019 with 15 club members and becomes the first club of the Bangladeshi immigrant community in

the United States. The main activities will be family gatherings, fundraising, partnering with fellow clubs and the YMCA, volunteering in the

community, celebrating national and international days, and supporting one local YMCA in Bangladesh.

Charter members of a new club in

Brazil - the Y’s Men’s Club of São

Paulo-Vila Ré. The club will

collaborate with the ACM (YMCA) unit

called “Vila Ré Social Circus” which

supports more than 400 children

from the local community.

14

Vietnam – New Country, New Club

The first club in Vietnam comprising members of the Korean community in Da Nang, sponsored by

Korea Chonbuk Region, was chartered on 11 June.
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Y’s Men from St. Petersburg (Russia) cleaned a park, which they have been taking care of for seven years, after which

PRD Aleksey Vasilyev passed on ‘a sack of treasures’ to the Y’s Men’s Club of Vesna. The treasures are for the project

“A holiday for parents with special children,” which they conduct in a social centre 100 kilometres away from St.

Petersburg. While some volunteers make parents look beautiful, the others amuse their children. In the end it

finishes with a professional family photo.

Russia: Gifts for Special Children

The Nuuanu Y’s Men and Women’s Club had a very

successful bread and book sale on 7 April. Cinnamon

bread for USD 5 a loaf and all kinds of great books at

various prices. Club President Maurice Shimonishi had

this comment: “Book Sale – a product that sells itself!”

Nuuanu made USD 800 from the book sale — no

selling by any members. A big box was left out a month

before the sale announcing the coming event and saying

donations of books gladly accepted. On sale day, members

put the books on tables. Members did no selling — the

books did the selling themselves.

“We left with USD 300 after which we put up a sign

‘please make your donation to the service centre Saturday

afternoon, Sunday and Monday morning’. This fetched

another USD 500,” said CP Shimonishi.

Bendigo: Forklift for a Cause

The Y Service Club of Bendigo donated a cheque for AUD

10,000 to Bendigo Foodshare to help pay for a new

forklift (more funds required). Some of the funds were

also used for ongoing costs. This was possible because of

the thousands of pre-loved books, etc. sold at the club’s

book fairs.

USA: Book and Bread Sale in Hawaii

COMMUNITY SERVICECOMMUNITY SERVICECOMMUNITY SERVICECOMMUNITY SERVICECOMMUNITY SERVICE
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Canada: Making Beautiful Music Together Since 1944
For over 75 years now, students in

Midlands community have come together

to practice, perform and perfect musical

repertoire treasured throughout the ages

at the annual Midland Y’s Men’s Music

Festival. Each year a new ensemble of

talent unites their extraordinary academic

and artistic skills for a spectacular

experience that is loved and appreciated

by all.

From Bach and Chopin to modern

folk, pop and musical theat-

re, The Midland Y’s Men’s Music Festival

encourages the study and advancement

of music from the Renaissance to the 21st

century. It provides youth of all ages and

backgrounds with a unique opportunity

to perform, to be adjudicated by music

professionals, and to be rewarded.

Building Life Skills and Creative

Expression

Through participating in an

adjudicated performance, artistes take

creative risk-taking, acquire enhanced

confidence in their abilities, and learn

critical assessment skills that will help

them grow and improve in all areas of

life.

In practice and performing, students

actively honour and appreciate each

member of the ensemble as they make

beautiful music together. They are able

to acknowledge shared and personal

strengths, or areas of improvement,

through valuable feedback provided by

the festival adjudicators.

This year, five esteemed music

adjudicators will be joining the festival to

help uplift each student’s progress and

potential with their professional insights.

Source: Facebook page of

Midland Y’s Men’s Club

It turned out to be a really good sale

with hot curry soup and cake and a host

of other items.

The event is organised every year by

Haderslev Y’s Men’s Club and Drying

Len Y’s Men’s Club in collaboration

with the local YMCA-Scouts. The

surplus goes to create good conditions

for children and young people in the

local child and youth work as well as for

other humanitarian work at home and

abroad.

“We welcome the great support and

are happy that we can help support

children and young people. We say a big

‘thank you’ to our customers,” says

Thorkild Sørensen on behalf of the clubs

in a press release.

There were many Easter decorations

for sale, just as there were many other

things in the different departments:

furniture, books, hardware, art,

electricity, toys and the Kramboden.

Before each sale on the first Saturday

of the month, the effects that have come

in as donations will be sorted, and a

selection of sales items will be presented

on the website and on Facebook.
Source: Area Europe Facebook page

Europe: Denmark’s Fundraising Effort for Child and Youth Welfare

Visitors at the sale
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India: Fifty Gifts of Love and Security
“Shelter the Homeless” was declared as the India Area Project for 2018-19 by Area President K.C. Samuel with the

objective of assisting those in dire need of a roof over their heads, but have own their own land, with decent housing.

The target set was 30 houses at an average cost of INR 500,000 (approx. USD 7,250) per unit. But enthusiastic leaders

took the number to 50 by the end of April 2019. The net result? Fifty families from the most economically challenged

backgrounds have found shelter and security for life. Kudos to all Regions in the Area that took the project seriously

and worked in all earnestness. Given below are visuals of the handing over of these gifts.

IPE Jennifer Jones and ISG Jose Varghese with Aleyamma, the beneficiary

of the gift from District VIII of South West India Region.

Rama, a construction worker, receives the keys to the new house gifted by

Y’s Men’s Club of Cannanore South in West India Region.

A 700-square feet house was gifted to Biji Mano and family by

District VI of Mid West India Region.

Members of the Bourdillon Club, Bangalore, South India Region, in front of

the house they constructed for Narayana, a physically challenged person.

A family consisting of five women in Trivandrum whose house was badly affected in the recent floods was the beneficiary of the gift from South West India

Region. The picture on the left shows club leaders surveying the remains of the old dwelling, while the other two pictures show the new house under

construction and on the day of the handing over ceremony in March 2019.
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FROM THE PASTFROM THE PASTFROM THE PASTFROM THE PASTFROM THE PAST

Awesome YMI World!

You did not disappoint – again!!  A wonderful edition and so full of great info. I

am busily sending off messages to some of the contributors for their excellent work.

PIP Joan Wilson

* * *

Once again you have produced an excellent YMI World with inspiring articles.

Your editorials are masterpieces and I always read them before going to other

pages.

I am not sure if there has been such determined effort and research as I see

now, in recent history of YMI, to unearth facts about the architect of our Movement,

Paul William Alexander. IP Moon Sang-bong and the Legacy Task Force are to be

congratulated for what they are doing which will have far-reaching effect on the

knowledge we have about Judge Paul William Alexander.

I was among the International Council members who visited Toledo in 1997

and was surprised to find that very little information was available about Paul

William Alexander in that city that carries so much history about YMI. The Legacy

Task Force and YMI will hopefully change this perception in the years ahead.

Thank you also for the good articles you have woven together in YMI World.

I am pleased to note that the article by our Thika Club President has found space

in the current issue. We appreciate this very much.

Once again thank you for the rich and informative YMI World.

PIP Benson Wabule

* * *

Thank you, Koshy, for the beautiful magazine. I share it with my club each month,

and they take it home and read it. It  keeps us informed as to what is transpiring in

Awesome YMI World READERS RESPONDREADERS RESPONDREADERS RESPONDREADERS RESPONDREADERS RESPOND

our wider world. It is truly inspiring to see how  Y’s Men and Women and Y’s

Menettes are working hard throughout the world. Thank you again so very much

for your hard work on this publication.

Kathy Naylor,

RDE, Pacific Southwest Region, USA

* * *

Thank you very much for the very informative and interesting YMI World. The

article on “Extension Beyond Borders” is very well-written by IPIP Henry.

Thank you very much, IPIP Henry.  A slight correction on Cambodia – it is one

new club in Cambodia, not two, as mentioned.

My apologies for being remiss in not delivering to you my article as promised.

Kind Regards.

David Lua, ICM Elect (Asia Pacific)

* * *

This is a great publication. Thank you for all the time you devote to create excellence!

Wayne Smith, PAP (USA)

* * *

Went through the latest issue of YMI World. It was almost like a picnic through

many unknown places. When we travel through new places we feel much  thrilled

since it’s new to us. I felt the same when I turned each page of it. I enjoyed my trip,

it being very informative and well-explained.

Congratulations to all those who submitted the best ever write-ups.

Hats off to you dear friend.

Susy Mathew, PAP (India)

The 1929 International Y’s Men Convention, Toronto, Canada
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*Max Ediger directs the School of Peace from

Cambodia.

Reprinted with permission of PeaceSigns, the online

publication of the Peace and Justice Support Network

of Mennonite Church USA, www.mennolink.org/peace

MANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FOR

THE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOUL Max Ediger*
What Are We Afraid Of?
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invites
Club leaders to send stories

of activities undertaken with

one or more high-resolution

pictures and appropriate

captions. Write-ups must

not exceed 150 words.

Readers are also requested

to send their views and notes

on matters of concern for the

Movement, globally.

Submit your stories and

pictures at:

 www.ysmen.org/ymiworld

Last date for submission for

next issue:

31 August 2019

Recently a friend here in Cambodia

asked me, “Max, what are Americans so

afraid of?”  The question came after some

chatting about general local news and

the sudden shift to this topic caught me

a little off guard.  “What do you mean,”

I asked him, unsure where he wanted to

take this discussion.  He explained that

he had just seen statistics stating that of

the nearly two trillion dollars the world

spends each year on their military

machines, the US spends at least 41%

of that total.  He found this incredulous.

No one, he explained, would spend

that much of their resources on weapons

and preparing for war unless they were

extremely afraid of someone or

something.  Being such a large and

powerful country, he was questioning

what the US had to fear.  Furthermore,

he found it strange that so many

Americans seemed willing to allow so

much of their money to be spent on

weapons of destruction and yet were

protesting the use of money to provide

health care and education to the citizens.

I admitted that this was all very

confusing and I also admitted that I did

not have any clear answers for his

questions.  I said that I only hope that

one day the people would listen to his

questions and search their souls for the

answers.

Why do we spend so much to prepare

for war and yet protest at the suggestion

that every person in our country has the

right to good and affordable health care? 

Why do we allow students to graduate

from university with such large debts that

they hardly see any hope to be free and

independent?  What has happened to

our priorities?

We prepare for war thinking that this

is the only way to protect our liberty

while we let our own people suffer from

lack of affordable health care, and we

threaten to take away the food stamps

that help many poor families feed their

children.  Where do we really expect our

liberty and our peace to come from?

James Madison, writing in the

Political Observations in 1795 once wrote: 

“Of all the enemies to public liberty war

is, perhaps, the most to be dreaded

because it comprises and develops the

or does it come from caring for the

people in ways that would reflect the

concerns Jesus had for the poor and

oppressed, the concerns he shared so

eloquently in his Sermon on the Mount?

An answer can perhaps be found in

Psalms 33: 16-19: “No king is saved by

the size of his army; no warrior escapes

by his great strength.  A horse is a vain

hope for deliverance; despite all its great

strength it cannot save. But the eyes of

the Lord are on those who fear him, on

those whose hope is in his unfailing love

to deliver them from death and keep

them alive in famine.”

What do we need to fear if we truly

trust God to deliver us from death and

keep us alive in famine?  We need to take

time to seek an honest answer to that

question and then have the courage to

transform our societies from devotion

to war to become seriously devoted to

caring for the hungry, the sick, the

imprisoned and the stranger.

germ of every other. War is the parent of

armies; from these proceed debts and

taxes … known instruments for bringing

the many under the domination of the

few.… No nation could preserve its

freedom in the midst of continual

warfare.”

Perhaps it is time for us to think more

seriously about where we should focus

our work and resources to bring about

peace and freedom.  Does it come from

putting huge portions of our national

budget into a rapidly growing military,

Perhaps it is time for us to

think more seriously about

where we should focus our

work and resources to bring

about peace and freedom. 

Does it come from putting

huge portions of our national

budget into a rapidly growing

military, or does it come from

caring for the people in ways

that would reflect the

concerns Jesus had for the

poor and oppressed, the

concerns he shared so

eloquently in his Sermon on

the Mount?
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